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Homebuilder Perceptions of Interior Wall Framing Materials 

Summary 
In 2002, for this study on interior wall framing materials, 329 North American homebuilders were 
surveyed. In addition, two focus groups made up of homebuilders were consulted in Toronto and Boston. 
The purpose of this study was to determine homebuilder perceptions of selected interior wall framing 
materials, while focusing on finger-jointed lumber, and to assess consumer awareness of the various 
grades of finger-jointed studs. 

In Eastern Canada, builders who shy away from lumber in interior wall framing tend to prefer steel. In 
Western Canada and in the Southwest United States, builders consider finger-jointed lumber to be an 
alternative material. Nonetheless, lumber is perceived as providing more structural integrity, being more 
accepted by framers and homebuyers, being more easily available, easier to install, and as having a lower 
installed cost than other framing materials such as finger-jointed lumber, structural composite lumber, 
steel studs, and prefabricated walls. Lumber is rated lowest by builders only in terms of wall straightness. 
However, because wall straightness is important to builders, they-particularly the larger builders-are 
increasingly considering alternative framing materials. The level of awareness of these alternatives varies 
among the North American regions studied. It is, not surprisingly, much lower in the regions where 
lumber use is higher. Finger-jointed lumber grades are also not very well known, although focus group 
participants identified stamping of the product as the main indication of reliability. 

This lack of awareness suggests there is a need for information, even for solid lumber, at all levels
homebuilder, framer, and homebuyer. Essentially, builders now seem more receptive to using or at least 
trying products that they would never have considered just ten years ago. Accordingly, they expect 
building materials suppliers to provide them with sound information and supporting data on the 
performance of their products. 
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1 Introduction 
Over the last decade, substitute materials have made rapid inroads in residential construction, most 
notably for interior wall framing. Interior walls accounted for over 330 million linear feet of construction 
in 1998 (WPC, 1999). As numerous studies have shown, steel stud use has increased, especially in the 
western part of the United States (Cintrafor, 2000). The same can be said for prefabricated wall partitions 
in the northern part of the United States (Fell and Robichaud, 2002). This study investigates the reasons 
why builders choose one of the following interior wall framing materials over the others: solid lumber, 
finger-jointed lumber, steel studs, structural composite lumber, and wooden prefabricated walls. An 
emphasis has been placed on finger-jointed lumber in order to provide more insight into the 
homebuilder's perception of this product. 

Finger-jointed lumber is primarily used as stud material in residential construction and as flange material 
for !-Joists. In Canada, there are basically two types of finger-jointed studs produced-SPS 1 and SPS 3. 
The difference between SPS 1 and SPS 3 is that the former is designed for both vertical and horizontal 
use, whereas the latter is designed only for vertical use. This study will also provide a better 
understanding of builder perceptions and create awareness ofthe various grades of finger-jointed studs. 

In the U.S., the use of finger-jointed studs has increased rapidly in a number of market segments. 
However, in many segments and regions, such as the Northeast United States, there is still a reluctance to 
use them. For instance, finger-jointed lumber is highly popular among builders in the Dallas area and 
across the Southwest. The hot and dry climate in the Southwest provides builders with a strong incentive 
to use dimensionally stable materials in framing (Cintrafor 2000). In terms of end-use, the U.S. modular 
home industry also has adopted the product. In Canada, the use of finger-jointed studs is limited and the 
profile of finger-jointed lumber users is not well understood. 

2 Objectives 
• To determine the perception of homebuilders regarding quality, availability, purchase cost, installed 

cost, market acceptance, and reliability of selected interior framing materials, while focusing on 
finger-jointed lumber. 

• To assess consumer awareness of the various grades of finger-jointed studs. 

3 Background 
Fell and Robichaud (2002) estimated that 4.7% of the wood used in site-built walls in 2001 in the U.S. 
was finger-jointed whereas 6.3% was structural composite lumber. Due to the somewhat limited response 
rate in that particular study, a representation of the entire U.S. housing industry could not be statistically 
inferred from these market shares although many similarities allowed the authors to be confident of the 
representativeness of the data set. Fell and Robichaud (2002) also reported that large builders used more 
finger-jointed studs ( 10% of their consumption) than small builders (2%). The average use of finger
jointed studs in wall framing is therefore roughly 5.3%. Cintrafor's regional breakdown indicates that the 
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western part of the U.S. relies more heavily on finger-jointed lumber as a wall framing material with 
market shares reaching 6.2% and 7.8% in the Southwest and the Northwest, respectively. 

According to Shook (1997), the degree to which a firm adopts innovations and implements the use of 
finger-jointed lumber is related to product complexity, degree of horizontal fragmen~ation, and degree of 
managerial intensity within the firm. Shook found that a firm's experience in residential construction was 
not related to the adoption of finger-jointed lumber. 

• "Horizontal fragmentation" deals specifically with outsourcing. It is measured as the percentage of 
total construction-related costs subcontracted by a firm. In other words, builders subcontracting out 
the fewest construction-related activities are likely to exhibit the greatest amount of innovation. 
Shook (1997) found this to be true for the use of finger-jointed lumber. 

• "Management intensity" is the proportion of employees in the firm who make managerial decisions. 
Within the residential construction industry, greater management intensity within a firm is thought to 
be a factor positively influencing the adoption of innovative products and processes (NAHB Research 
Center 1991 in Shook 1997). Shook also found this to be true for finger-jointed lumber. 

• "Complexity" is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use. 
Consequently, Shook (1997) hypothesized that the degree of innovation displayed by a residential 
construction firm with respect to adopting a particular engineered wood product is negatively affected 
by the degree of product complexity as perceived by the firm. 

While horizontal fragmentation and management intensity were looked at during this study of finger
jointed lumber users, the notion of "complexity" was omitted from the survey, but included in focus 
groups discussions. 

4 Methodology 
A phone survey and two focus groups were the primary means of collecting data in this study of 
homebuilders. A list containing 1,002 Canadian and 2,999 American homebuilders was purchased from a 
North American list provider. This list was a random draw among U.S. firms registered in the Standard 
Industry Code (SIC) 1521 in the U.S. and the NAICS 23121 in Canada (industry codes referring to single 
family homebuilding). This list was supplemented by the names of the Top 100 builders in the U.S. 
(based on sales) from Builder Magazine. The survey was pre-tested with randomly selected respondents 
before being fully carried out in French (Quebec) and English (Canada and the U.S.) between November 
11 and December 20, 2002. The questionnaire can be found in Appendix I. 

Overall, the survey yielded 329 usable responses: 134 from Canada and 195 from the United States. 
Respondents were segmented according to their size. The division between small and large builders was 
set at a volume of 40 homes per year. Generally, above this number, the volume of homes built by 
individual firms quickly rises. One reason is the increasing pressure put on mid-size builders by the 
consolidation of larger builders within the industry. Small builders may be able to react quickly to niche 
markets and mega-builders may enjoy ever-increasing efficiencies, but mid-size companies lose ground 
on land acquisition, capital cost, and purchasing power (Rice, 2002). Builders were also classified by 
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region for both Canada (Figure 1) and the U.S. (Figure 2), and by market area (Urban/Suburb, Small 
Town and Rural). 

Figure 1 Regional Segmentation for Canada (East and West) 

Two additional focus groups made up of homebuilders were consulted in Toronto and Boston. The goal 
was to gather more information on their perception of framing materials for interior walls in markets 
where, traditionally, the adoption rate of alternative framing materials has been slower. The focus groups 
were also expected to contribute to advancing previous Forintek market research and to provide the 
rationale for future research. The discussion guide for the focus groups can be found in Appendix II ana 
complete results in Appendix III. 

,_ ... 
C> 

Figure 2 Regional Segmentation for the U.S. 
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5 Builder Survey Results 
5.1 Acceptance and Use of Interior Wall Framing Materials 

Overall, the survey yielded 329 completed questionnaires: 134 from Canada (47 from the west, 87 from 
the east) and 195 from the U.S. (29 from the Southeast, 20 from the Northwest, 70 from the Southwest 
and 75 from the Northeast). In the sample, for the year 2002, small builders built an average of 7 homes, 
while large ones built 476. In general, smaller builders tended to focus on larger and higher-end homes 
while larger ones were more involved in building production homes of relatively smaller size. 
Respondents were first asked if they had used, on at least one occasion, or expected to use various interior 
wall framing materials (Table 1). They were then asked to simply specify whether or not they had ever 
used a particular product in 2002. The results, therefore, indicate the percentage of builders having used a 
particular product at least once in 2002 rather than the percentage of builders who regularly use the 
product. The ratio of products users in 2002 to products users in the past is a good indicator of product 
adoption . While the use of solid wood lumber took top position, structural composite lumber and finger
jointed studs were the products for which the number of users in 2002 was highest with respect to past 
use. Table 1 also shows that none of the products were deemed "abandoned" by North American 
homebuilders. 

Table 1 Past, current, andfuture use of selected interior wallframing materials 

Percentage of respondents Use in Use in 
Use In the Future 

past 2002 
less same more none 

Prefabricated wall partitions (wood) 11% 6% 6% 10% 12% 64% 

Finger-jointed studs 24% 16% 3% 17% 2I% 49% 

Solid wood lumber 96% 95% 1I% 74% II% 4% 

Steel studs 26% I6% 8% I9% I1% 59% 

Structural composite lumber 56% 45% 4% 40% 25% 26% 

Regionally, finger-jointed lumber was adopted in a higher proportion in the Southwest and Southeast 
U.S., followed by Western Canada. Structural composite lumber also continued to be used in the 
Southeast and Northeast U.S. As seen in previous studies, prefabricated walls were adopted mainly in the 
Northeast U.S., but figures for this type of wall were on the rise in the Southwest U.S. as well. When it 
came to builder size, larger builders tended to rely more heavily on finger-jointed lumber and 
prefabricated walls in 2002 than their smaller counterparts. 

Cintrafor (2000) estimated that 24.6% of homebuilders in the U.S. have used finger-jointed lumber at 
some point in I998 compared to 19.3% in 1995.3 According to Cintrafor, builders in the Southwest and 

• Although the 1998 figure represented an increase of27.7% over 1995, the increase was not shown to be statistically significant 
in Cintrafor's study. 
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Northwest U.S. have been more aggressive in using finger-jointed lumber. Grouped by company size, 
18.5% of smaller builders used finger-jointed lumber at least once in 1998 compared with 4 7.3% of the 
larger ones. Among the Top 100 builders, the percentage of users reached 65.7% in 1998 (Cintrafor 
2000). 

Table 2 shows product use by respondent type in interior wall framing in 2002. Prefabricated wall 
partitions were not taken into account in product use because when the questionnaire was pre-tested, some 
respondents were unclear about whether or not they should answer solid wood when the prefabricated 
walls they used were also made out of solid wood. 

Table 2 Product use by respondent type in interior wall framing in 2002 

Interior wall framing product Overall Use Larges Small 
Builders Builders 

Solid wood 83% 78% 84% 

Structural composite lumber 7% 6% 7% 

Finger-jointed studs* 6% 13% 5% 

Steel studs 3% 3% 3% 

Other 1% 0% 1% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 

* The difference between small and large builders was statistically significant at a level of 5% 

5.2 Perception of Interior Wall Framing Materials 

Respondents were asked to indicate, to the best of their knowledge, the degree to which each material 
under study possesses the following attributes: 

• Structural integrity 
• A vail ability 
• Low installed cost 
• Acceptance by framing crew 
• Wall straightness 
• Acceptance by homebuyer 
• Ease of installation 

These attributes were chosen because they proved important to builders in previous studies. Builders were 
asked to estimate the degree to which each material possesses each attribute on a scale of 1 to 7 (1 = not 
at all; 7 =to a high degree). The number of respondents (out of 329) who did not know how a specific 
material related to a specific attribute is indicated in Figures 3 to 9. The number of respondents replying 
'do not know' is a good indicator of the overall awareness and experience with a product. Following each 
table, the significant differences found within segments (market area, region, and builder size) are 
highlighted. 
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Across the board, lumber was consistently judged to be superior to other materials for interior wall 
framing except in wall straightness, where it was rated last. Builders considered wall straightness to be the 

· most important attribute for wall use (Fell and Robichaud 2002), while straightness and strength is the 
most important for lumber in general (Cintrafor 2000). 

Of all products, the greatest response rate was for lumber. Both prefabricated wall partitions and finger
jointed lumber were the products least often rated by respondents, indicating lower awareness and 
experience with these products. These results suggest that the respondents would benefit from more 
product information, which, in turn, would lead to broader product acceptance in the marketplace. 

sao wood '"mbe' l 
Structural composite lumber 

Prefab wall partitions (wood) 

Steel studs 

Finger-jointed studs 

0 

l 
l 
l 
I 

2 

Structural Integrity 

I 
[ . 

3 4 

Donat 
know 

13 

r 
82 

I 
161 

r 94 

I 
127 I 

5 6 7 

Figure 3 Degree to which interior framing materials possess structural integrity according to 
builders 

Larger builders compared to smaller builders found that finger-jointed lumber provides more structural 
integrity. The opposite is true for lumber, i.e. smaller builders found that lumber provides more structural 
integrity. 
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Availability 
Do not 
know 

L I 
I 

Solid wood lumber 12 1 

I I 

Steel studs 841 
J I 

Structural composite lumber so l 
I 

I 
I 

Finger-jointed studs 117 1 

I I 

Prefab wall partitions (wood) I I 140 
I 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Figure 4 Availability of interior framillg materials according to builders 

While !arger builders rated the availability of finger-jointed lumber higher than the smaller builders did, 
the latter rated the availability of lumber higher. Prefabricated walls were rated by builders in the 
Northeast U.S. as having greater availability, as one could expect. In the Southwest U.S. and in Western 
Canada, finger-jointed lumber was deemed to be more easily available. In Eastern Canada, steel was 
deemed to be more easily available, while structural composite lumber was deemed to be less easily 
available. Consistent with previous findings, prefabricated walls were judged to be more easily available 
by builders in rural areas, while finger-jointed lumber was considered more available in urban areas, more 
so than in the suburban or rural markets. 

Solid wood lumber I 

Structural composite lumber ] 
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Figure 5 Low installed cost of interior framing materials according to builders 
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Contrary to the opinion of smaller builders, larger builders found that lumber had a lower installed cost. 
Builders in the Northwest U.S. were more likely than builders in other regions to rate lumber as having a 
low installed cost. Structural composite lumber was said to have a higher installation cost by builders in 
Eastern Canada. 

Acceptance by Framing Crew 
Do not 
know , 

Solid wood lumber 13 I 
I l 

Structural composite lumber 83 
I 

Finger-jointed studs l 134 I 
Steel studs I 100 I 

I 
I 

Prefab wall partitions (wood) J 
I 

151 ! 
I I 

I 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Figure 6 Acceptance of interior framing materials by framing crews according to builders 

Acceptance of finger-jointed lumber and structural composite lumber by framing crews was by far the 
lowest in Eastern Canada. 
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I 
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0 
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Figure 7 Degree to which interior framing materials provide wall straightness according to 
builders 
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Acceptance by Homebuyer Do not 
know 

Solid wood lumber 15 

Structural composite lumber 87 

Finger-jointed studs 136 

Steel studs 105 

Prefab wall partitions (wood) 161 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Figure 8 Homebuyer acceptance of interior framing materials according to builders 

Acceptance of structural composite lumber by home buyers was lowest in Eastern Canada. 
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Solid wood lumber J 
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j 
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Figure 9 Ease of installation of interior framing materials according to builders 

In Eastern Canada, finger-jointed lumber was deemed not as easy to install compared to other regions . 
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5.3 Finger-jointed Lumber: Users and Non-Users 

In 2002, 16% of the respondents reported that they had used finger-jointed lumber at some point (Table 
1). This represents a 6% share of all available interior wall framing materials (Table 2). Finger-jointed 
lumber was used more frequently for interior walls (70.5%) than for exterior walls (29.5%). In stud 
applications, SPS 3 was specified 80.2% of the time, with the remainder being SPS 1. Table 3 presents 
the reasons some respondents specified SPS 1 over SPS 3. Users of SPS 1 were clearly more attracted by 
structural performance than visual characteristics. 

Table 3 Justification for specifying SPS 1 over SPS 3 in wall framing 

When you specify SPS 1 over SPS 3, you Percentage of finger-
are doing so on the basis of ... jointed lumber users 

Visual characteristics 8% 

Better structural performance 81% 

Non-users of SPS 1 12% 

Builders were asked to rank the three most important attributes of those listed in Table 4, based upon their 
expectations of finger-jointed lumber. First, second, and third choice were assigned a weight of three 
points, two points, and one point respectively. It is clear that the absence of splits, warp, and wane as well 
as dimensional stability were the most sought-after attributes. 

Table 4 Attributes required by builders for finger-jointed lumber 

Attribute 
Overall 

weighting 

Absence of splits, warp and wane 171 

Dimensional stability 146 

Consistency of moisture content 89 

Tension proof loaded 80 

Vertical use only 71 

Waterproof resin 
.,., 
.).) 

Although both focus groups sessions raised questions about the joint behaviour under wet conditions, 
"waterproof resin" was not deemed as important as the other attributes. In order to assess the differences 
of finger-jointed lumber perception between users and non-users, the two groups and their rating of the 
product against the same set of attributes were compared (Figure 9). The ability of finger-jointed lumber 
to deliver the following attributes was rated significantly higher by finger-jointed lumber users: 
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• Ease of installation 

• Structural integrity 

• Acceptance by framing crew 

• Availability 

• Acceptance by homebuyer 

I •FJ Users FJ Non-users 

Ease of installation• l 

Wall straightness i 
Structural integrity* i 

Acceptance by framing crew• i 
Availability* i 

Acceptance by homebuyer•• i 
Installed cost i 

I 

0 2 3 .. 5 6 

Figure 10 Finger-jointed lumber attributes as perceived by users and non-users 
* The difference is statistically significant at a level of 5% 
** The difference is statistically significant at a level of 10% 

7 

Solid lumber is perceived to be less easily accepted by both the framing crew and the homebuyer 
according to finger-jointed lumber users. This was the only significant difference found between finger
jointed lumber users and non-users considering the set of solid lumber attributes used. 

One of the objectives of this study was to determine the perception of homebuilders regarding quality, 
availability, purchase cost, installed cost, and reliability of finger-jointed lumber. The results could, in 
turn, help explain why the product is used in some regions and not in others. Table 5 presents the regional 
use of the framing products under study. Interestingly, only the use of finger-jointed lumber is statistically 
and significantly different between regions. 
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Table 5 Product use by regioll ill illterior wall framillg ill 2002 

Interior wall framing product Western Eastern NWU.S. NEU.S. swu.s. SEU.S. Canada Canada 
Solid wood 81% 81% 93% 83% 81% 89% 

Structural composite lumber 5% 8% 4% 10% 5% 4% 

Finger-jointed studs* 12% 2% 2% 6% 10% 5% 

Steel studs 0% 7% 1% 1% 4% 3% 

Other 1% 3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
*The difference between regions is statistically significant at a level of 5%. 

The two regions where finger-jointed lumber is used the most (Western Canada and Southwest U.S .) were 
grouped together in order to compare how builders in these regions perceived the products in relation to 
the remaining group (Eastern Canada and the Northwest, Northeast and Southeast U.S .) where finger
jointed lumber is less used. The only significant differences are that builders in the higher use regions 
(Western Canada and Southwest U.S.) feel that finger-jointed lumber is a) more easily available and b) 
more accepted by the framing crew than in other North American regions. Awareness of the product is 
also obviously higher in Western Canada and the southwest U.S. The lowest rate of non-response/no 
opinion on finger-jointed lumber was found in Western Canada and the Southwest U.S. 

5.4 Horizontal Fragmentation and Management Intensity 

Considering Shook's findings, it was decided to look at the horizontal fragmentation (i .e. the firm's level 
of outsourcing) and management intensity (i .e. the proportion of decision makers in a firm) during this 
study. 

Builders were asked whether framing, electricity, plumbing, and finishing were generally subcontracted 
out or done in-house. Overall, slightly more than half of the firms do framing in-house while 44% 
outsource the framing (Table 6). Table 7 and Table 8 show that the propensity to outsource framing varies 
greatly depending on the region and size of builder. While builders in Canada do framing in-house half of 
the time, builders in the northern part of the U.S. rely much less heavily on outsourcing for this particular 
trade. More than 90% of larger builders subcontract out home framing. 

Table 6 Level of outsourcillg for selected trades 

Trades 

Framing 

Electricity 

Plumbing 

Finishing (gypsum, 
etc.) 

*Figures are rounded to whole numbers. 
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52% 

3% 

5% 

46% 

Subcontracted Both 

44% 5% 

96% 1% 

95% 1% 

49% 5% 
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Table 7 Framing outsourcing by region 

Western Eastern SEU.S. NWU.S. swu.s. NEU.S. Canada Canada 
Framing done in-house 50% 51% 38% 65% 44% 63% 

Framing subcontracted 46% 44% 59% 20% 51% 36% 

Table 8 Framing outsourcing by builder size 

Small Large 
builders builders 

Framing done in-house 58% 8% 

Framing subcontracted 37% 90% 

Interestingly, the level of outsourcing for the framing trade varies greatly throughout market areas as 
shown in Figure 11. Builders in rural areas tend to frame homes in-house much more than builders in 
urban areas. 

80% ----------------------~~~---------------------------------------Rural 

70% --------------------

Small Town 
60% --------------,;;:;==:=:::::; 

50% ----------1 

Urban/Suburb 40% __ ...=..:..::.=::..=._::.;:_::.;..;:_-l 

30% --~ 

20% ---

10% ---

0% ---

In-House 

Figure 11 Framing outsourcing by market area 

Urban/Suburb 

Small Town 

Subcontracted 

This being said, and contrary to the conclusions presented by Shook ( 1997), outsourcing could not be 
linked to the use or non-use of finger-jointed lumber in the current study. Furthermore, no significant link 
was made between the level of management intensity and the use of finger-jointed lumber, structural 
composite lumber, prefabricated walls or steel studs. This may be because alternative framing materials 
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such as finger-jointed lumber may no longer be considered as new in the marketplace and thus would not 
qualify as innovations from the builder's point of view. 

6 Focus Group Results 
The first focus group was consulted in Toronto on November 28, 2002. All 7 participants were single
family homebuilders. The second one was held a week later on December 5 in Natick (Boston area). 
Unfortunately, on that day, a snowstorm in the Northeast forced 7 of the 12 participants to stay home. 
Samples used during the sessions were 2"x4" solid lumber, 2"x4" SPS 1 (long joints, PRF glue), 2"x4" 
SPS 3 (short joints, PVA glue), 2"x4" structural composite lumber, and a steel stud. 

It is important to mention that focus groups do not provide quantitative results, but rather insight on a 
particular product or system. In addition, focus groups do not necessarily have to reach a consensus. 
However, in this case, some general statements were shared by all participants. Participants also raised a 
number of questions in both sessions, indicating a need to improve product awareness. 

With respect to actual framing techniques, all participants of the focus groups explained that they do a 
framing check before closing the walls in order to identify and replace any studs that would prevent the 
walls from remaining straight. The importance and cost of this routine practice is increasingly making 
them consider alternatives to solid wood lumber to ensure their walls remain straight. Straightness has 
already been identified as the most important wall attribute in previous Forintek studies and was 
determined to be the most important attribute during the focus group consultations as well. All 
respondents felt that solid lumber straightness was not as good as it once was. 

Builders are becoming more aware of homebuyers' acceptance of framing materials, especially in the 
higher end markets (this was statistically confirmed by the survey as well). All participants agreed that 
homebuyers are more aware and better educated than ever before. This suggests that suppliers of 
construction materials should also target homebuyers in their product information campaigns, if not 
already doing so. 

Interestingly, the successful introduction of engineered floor joists in the homebuilding industry has 
paved the way for the use of reconstituted products such as finger-jointed lumber and structural composite 
lumber. This topic, raised both in Toronto and Boston, can be best summarized by the words of a 
participant, " .. .If this [SCL and finger-jointed] came out ten years ago, we wouldn't even have wanted to 
talk to you about this." In fact, structural composite lumber was highly regarded by respondents and most 
of them perceived it to be suitable more for horizontal use than vertical use. 

It is obvious that framers are also involved to some extent in the materials selection process. Although 
builders said that framers do not go as far as choosing the framing material, they may object to using 
particular materials in some cases. Resistance by framing crews can be resolved, they argued, with 
training and two-way communication. While all participants reported that feedback from framers was 
common, most of the participants indicated training as a major issue and suggested more supplier 
involvement. 

Visually, PVA (white) glued finger-jointed lumber was preferred to PRF (black) glued finger-jointed 
lumber. Both types of glues were unknown to participants. Most of the questions raised dealt with 
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behaviour and integrity under wet conditions and after exposure to fire. Nailing and handling were other 
issues raised. Finger-jointed lumber was generally perceived as a "strong" product, although concerns 
were raised about its acceptance by high-end customers. All participants, whether they were satisfied with 
the product or not likely to use it, felt that product information was the most important issue. Product 
stamping was identified as the main indication of reliability although none of the participants were aware 
of the current grades of finger-jointed lumber. Guarantees and support from the supplier were also 
deemed crucial. 

Some quotes and questions arising from the focus groups are reported here to give a sense of the general 
discussions. Please consult Appendix III for the entire transcript of the two sessions. 

It's a matter of perception in the industry. This piece of wood is probably better structurally than natural 
wood. But if you build high-end, your clients will ask for clarifications. · 

It is a matter of education, it's psychological. It's just like "as penile" versus plywood on flooring. 

The frame punch (frame check) is the most crucial part of my job. Because if you don 't punch the home 
then, you will run through big troubles later. If you don't get it in the shell, it will show up in the finish. 

I agree with him. I'd like to see more testing about it, you know, read about it. It's kind of a blind spot. 

If it's an !-Joist, I don't think that people would even think about it because it's an engineered product. It 
wouldn't occur to them to question it. But as a vertical stud, they would. It's kind of fimny. 

The engineered stuff is backed up by a company, by engineers, by tests, and by some sort of guarantee. 

This is the big industry problem here. (About framing crew training) 

This is why it takes so long for a product to get accepted in the industry. (About framing crew training) 

It's one thing for a manufacturer to spend time with a builder. It's another thing to come out on the site 
and spend time with the subcontractors. That's the bottom line. Good grading, good stamping needed. 
Our reputation is at stake. 

f am glad that the stud business is considering doing something and I hope that they'll come out with a 
solution. Because others like sheathing and flooring has evolved. In studs, no such things happened, only 
steel. 

Is there any grading system for that type of lumber? 

Is there a lot of breakage when they're unloading the stuff and manipulate it? 

What happens in 50 years or a hundred years ... does the glue all of the sudden just stop working? Does 
the house just crumble? 

What happens when it gets wet? 

How does it behave when shrinking/expansion occurs? 
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For all of the studs that will be used vertically and they're all the same length, that's fine. But now when 
you have to start cutting for windows and doors and so forth is there a problem if they just coincidentally 
cut it in the joint? 

How long has this product been around? 

What is the glue in this type of product? 

Why doesn't the wood industry produce afire-retardant stud? 

7 Discussion 
Toole (Cintrafor, 2000) asserted, "The high degree of uncertainty within the building industry hinders 
innovation. Builders are wary of the performance of unproven technologies. They fear resistance from 
many sides of the market: homebuyers, building codes, real estate agents, and banks." As fear of litigation 
increases within the building industry, insurance companies can be added to this list. They are exerting 
more and more influence in materials selection, particularly for larger builders, as was pointed out by 
some participants at the Toronto focus group. Based on his findings, Toole recommends that firms 
provide as much information as possible to potential users when introducing new products so that there is 
less uncertainty associated with its use. These efforts should go beyond product literature and 
advertisements and include more visual and 'hands on' demonstrations ofthe product's performance. This 
applies to this study as well. Awareness of both finger-jointed lumber and structural composite lumber is 
low when compared to solid lumber. This low level of awareness together with the numerous questions 
raised about these products during the focus groups demonstrate that product information is key with all 
those involved (e.g. homebuilders, framers, homebuyers). 

Acceptance of framing materials by the homebuyer is a growing concern for homebuilders. This is best 
summarized by the following comment made by a builder during the phone survey. "We need something 
that feels solid when the consumer takes a look." According to Shook ( 1997), "finger-jointed lumber 
manufacturers have been dogged with a somewhat long history of negative perceptions concerning their 
products structural integrity, as it is erroneously perceived by a large number of builders and trade 
workers to be weaker than solid wood due to existence of a glued finger joint." In 2000, Cintrafor added, 
"A factor limiting the market growth of finger-jointed lumber to date is the widely held misperception 
among builders that it is not as strong as solid lumber." Since the time of this study, builder perception 
has evolved and is now not as negative as builders fear their customers' perception will be. 

It is interesting to note that almost 30% of respondents provided the interviewers with open-ended 
comments at the end of the questionnaire. A few pointed out that there is a need for material that helps 
convince the homebuyer of the home's structural integrity. This is quite consistent with what was heard 
during both focus groups. Another respondent reported, "30% of lumber purchase is thrown away because 
it's crooked." Although this proportion seems high, it is quoted here because some sort of lumber pre
sorting was also noted during previous field trips to the U.S ., especially in prefabricated housing and 
structural components plants. More than 45% of the open-ended comments addressed lumqer 
quality/straightness issues. Another 18% addressed the willingness to adopt or at least consider 
engineered (this word was commonly used) studs, whether it was structural composite lumber. finger-
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jointed lumber or other materials. The third most reported comment related to willingness to use steel. 
Both willingness to try engineered studs or steel appeared to be tied to the well-documented 
dissatisfaction with solid lumber felt by builders. 

8 Conclusions 
The objectives of this study were a) to determine the perception of homebuilders regarding selected 
interior framing materials, with a focus on finger-jointed lumber and b) to assess consumer awareness of 
the different grades of finger-jointed studs. Across the board, lumber is consistently deemed as superior to 
other materials in interior wall framing except in wall straightness, where it is rated lowest. However, 
because straightness is important to builders, they-especially the larger ones-are increasingly 
considering alternative framing materials such as finger-jointed lumber, structural composite lumber, steel 
studs, and prefabricated walls. In Eastern Canada, builders who shy away from lumber in interior wall 
framing appear more likely to adopt steel. In Western Canada as well as in the Southwest U.S., builders 
consider finger-jointed lumber more of an alternative material. 

The level of awareness of alternative framing materials is not consistent among the North American 
regions covered in this study and is, of course, greatly related to product use. The level of awareness of 
finger-jointed lumber grades is also very low, as evidenced by the very low response rate to the grade
related questions in the survey and the focus group participants' lack of grade knowledge. 

This study has highlighted the fact that more product information is required at all levels-homebuilders, 
framers, and homebuyers-even on solid lumber. Essentially, builders seem, more so than ever, open to 
using or at least trying products that they would never have considered just ten years ago. Accordingly, 
they expect building materials suppliers to provide them with sound information and background 
information on the performance of their products. Indeed, they are very interested in the "engineered" 
nature of the products they are using. 

Further investigation on the level of influence exerted by homebuyers during the materials selection 
process is recommended. The influence exerted by insurance companies on materials selection and 
specifications in the homebuilding industry would also be of interest for future work. 
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Appendix I 

Survey 

(Canadian-English Version) 
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Survev of Interior Walls in 
Residential Construction 

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this questionnaire. 

This questionnaire is aimed at single-family homebuilders. In it you will be asked to draw 

upon your experiences from past projects and to express your opinions about different building 

materials that go into residential interior walls. 

If you do not feel qualified to fill out this questionnaire, please pass it on to another colleague. 
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1. How many single-family detached homes of the following sizes did your firm build in 2002? 

under 1800 sq. feet 1800-2400 sq. feet over 2400 sq. feet 

Number of homes 
built in 2002. (#homes) (#homes) (#homes) 

2. Check the type of wall systems you have used in the past for interior walls. Then indicate if you used 
the product or system in 2002. Finally, indicate what direction your use of these products for interior 
wall applications will go in the future. 

Prefabricated wall partitions (wood) 

Finger-jointed studs 

Solid wood lumber 

Steel studs 

Structural composite lumber 

Have 
used in 

past 

Used in 
2002 

Use in Future 
(circle) 

less I same I more I none 

less I same I more I none 

less I same I more I none 

less I same I more I none 

less I same I more I none 

3. Please estimate the percentage of each type of structural material used in 2002 by your company for 
interior walls framing. 

Finger-
jointed studs 

Forintek 
Canada 
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% 

Solid wood Steel studs 

% % 

Structural Other 
composite (specify): Total 
lumber 

% % 100% 
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4. Answer this question only if you have used finger-jointed studs in 2002: 

• What percentage of it was SPS 3 vertical use only finger-jointed studs? 

• What percentage of it was SPS 1 finger-jointed lumber? 

• When you specify SPS 1 over SPS 3, are you doing so on the basis of: 

VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS 

BETTER STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE 

We don't use SPS 1 studs 

• What is the% of finger-jointed studs you used in interior wall applications? 

• What is the% of finger-jointed studs you used in exterior wall applications? 

} 

% } Total 
should 

% be 100% 

Check 
only one 

% } Total 
should 

% be 100% 

• Among the following, please rank the 3 most important attributes you expect from finger-jointed studs 
in order of importance (simply check 1, 2 and 3 in the boxes) 

• Tension proof loaded for greater quality assurance 

• Waterproof resin 

• Vertical use only 

• Dimensional stability 

• Consistency of moisture content 

• Absence of splits, warp, and wane 

5. In your company, what is the percentage of employees making 

managerial decisions? % ---

6. Please indicate if the following trades are generally done in-house or subcontracted 

Framing 

Electricity 

Plumbing 

Finishing (i.e. gypsum boards, 
etc.) 
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To the best of your knowledge please indicate, in the following tables, the degree to which each 
material possesses the indicated attribute. 

Structural integrity 

Prefabricated wall partitions (wood) 

Finger-jointed studs 

Solid wood lumber 

Steel studs 

Structural composite lumber 

Availability 

Prefabricated wall partitions (wood) 

Finger-jointed studs 

Solid wood lumber 

Steel studs 

Structural composite lumber 

Low installed cost 

Prefabricated wall partitions (wood) 

Finger-jointed studs 

Solid wood lumber 

Steel studs 

Structural composite lumber 

Acceptance by framing crew 

Prefabricated wall partitions (wood) 

Finger-jointed studs 

Solid wood lumber 

Steel studs 

Structural composite lumber 
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Not 
at all 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

Not 
at all 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

Not 
at all 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

Not 
at all 

1 2 

2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

To a 
high 

degree 
3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

To a 
high 

degree 
3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

To a 
high 

degree 
3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

To a 
high 

degree 
3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 7 
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Wall straightness 

Prefabricated wall partitions (wood) 

Finger-jointed studs 

Solid wood lumber 

Steel studs 

Structural composite lumber 

Acceptance by homebuyer 

Prefabricated wall partitions (wood) 

Finger-jointed studs 

Solid wood lumber 

Steel studs 

Structural composite lumber 

Easy to install 

Prefabricated wall partitions (wood) 

Finger-jointed studs 

Solid wood lumber 

Steel studs 

Structural composite lumber 

Forlntek 
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Not 
at all 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Not 
at all 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Not 
at all 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

To a 
high 

degree 
3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

To a 
high 

degree 
3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

To a 
high 

degree 
3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 7 
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Background 

Company Information 
8. Number of Employees: ___ (#) 

9. Approximate sales of construction work $ ____ (2001) 

1 0. Approximately what percentage of your company's 2001 sales revenue was generated from the 
following activities? 

New single-family construction % 

New multi-family construction % 

Repair and remodelling % 

Patio and deck construction % 

New non-residential construction % 

Other (please specify): % 

TOTAL 100% 

11 . Years of building experience: ___ years. 

12. What state/province is your company based in? 

13. Which best describes you company's primary market area? 

Urban/Suburb (population of 50,000 or more in a city or group of contiguous towns) 

Small Town 

Rural 

(population of less than 50,000 in a city or town, isolated from an urban area) 

(low-density population scattered over a wide area) 
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Other comments on materials used for interior walls 
and specific needs you have to build better walls: 

Thank you for your time! 
If you would like to receive a copy of the results from this study, please fill in your address 
below. 

Name 

Company 

Street 

City State or Province 

ZIP/Postal Code 

Forlntek 
Canada 
Corp. 

Please place the completed survey in the return envelope and mail it. 

No postage is necessary. 
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Appendix II 

Focus Groups: Discussion Guide 
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7:05-7:15 p.m. 

1 

2 
7:15. 7:25 

3 
7:25.7:35 

7:35 ·7:45 
4 

5 
7:45-7:50 

6 
7:50-8:00 

8:00-8:10 

7 

8:10-8:20 
8 

9 
8:20. 8:30 

8:30. 8:40 

10 

11 
8:40-8:45 

II] Forintek 
Canada 
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• Greetings: the thing you are supposed to have all in common is home building . 
• Ask to write down your first names 
• Tonight, we'll be discussing about framing materials used in walls. We have 

been asked by the wood industry to help them get some information about 
how you specify framing materials. It is an opportunity for you to share your 
opinions on some of these materials. 

• My role as a moderator is to get you discussing and thinking about different 
products, so at the end we have a collection of opinions from industry experts. 
Basically, I am here to get you involved in the conversation. 

• Recording equipment 
• Confidentiality 
• Individual opinions: no right or wrong 
• Co-op is for time: not for answers! 
• Kindly ask to speak one at a time 

• To begin with, I will ask you to introduce yourself and your company. Also, 
please give us a brief description of the last home/project you build. 

• Please mention the type of framing material you used for interior walls in this 
last project. 

• As we see, solid lumber is very popular among your industry. What causes 
you the most to use solid lumber? What features of solid lumber do you 
particularly like? 

• Here we have a sample of FJ lumber. Are you familiar with this product? Have 
you ever seen or used it? 

• What do you like or dislike about F J studs. I mean, what does it lack to be 
useful to you? How would you feel about using FJ lumber? 

• Here we have two samples (montrer les deux 2"x3" jointes; l'un colle blanche, 
I' autre noire). Other than the section, which is smaller than the previous one, 
could you tell the difference between these two pieces? Do you feel that these 
have different properties, qualities, and so on? 

• To what extent is the framing crew involved in the selection of framing 
materials, whether it be lumber or sheathing? Otherwise, who would you 
consider the main specifier? 

• Here we have a sample of Structural Composite Lumber. Are you familiar with 
this product? Have you ever seen or used it? How do _y_ou feel about it? 

• Closing question: Of all the products we've discussed, which one is most 
important to you? (Sinon, faire un resume des principaux commentaires et 
demander: Is this an adequate summary? Did I correctly describe what was 
said?) 

• Closing comments 
• Thanks and pick up your fees! 
Probes 

• User friendliness 
• Nailability 
• Straightness 
• Easy to work with 
• Easy to install 
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• Dimensional stability in service 
• Acceptance by homebuyer 
• Availability 
• Acceptance by framing crew 
• Acceptance by consumer 
• Fire resistance 
• Matter of habit of doing the things the way we use to do them? 

Questions in reserve 
• Please identify the one that you feel is the strongest 

• Please identify the one that you feel is more dimensionally stable 

• How do you feel about energy codes and standards? 

• Eco, Healthy Houses 

• Role of the homebuyer in product specification 

• Product information 
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The following table presents the integral transcripts of the two focus groups sessions. Comments added 
by the moderator for the sake of clarity are in italics. 

Participants 

Actual framing 
technique 

Use of prefab 

Wall attributes 

Finger -jointed 
lumber sample: 
comments and 
awareness 

Forintek 
Canada 
Corp. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

. 

• 

. 

• 

• 

. 

Toronto, November 28, 2002 
7 participants: five in the range of 200-1500 
starts/year; two smaller builders. 

2x4, 2x6. Considering prefab steel panels for time-
saving and precision. 
2x4, 2x6. Steel framing was used a few years ago 
but was a nightmare. 
2x4, 2x6. Use of steel once a month but willing to 
use more steel for straightness and better 
plastering. We should value more the time factor. In 
commercial, fire codes are an issue: we must use 
steel. 
2x4, 2x6. Some LVL, some steel studs in interior 
partitions. 
2x4, 2x6. Steel framing was used on a huge project 
but things went wrong with steel. 
2x4, 2x6. Steel framing was used and didn't go well, 
just like the two others here. When you're doing 
mass production, both trades and unions oppose 
steel. 
Mix of steel and wood. More and more steel: speed 
and straight. Our trades are skilled with steel. 

We've happened to use prefab walls, Nascor 
system. 

Speed, straightness, quality. Agreed by all 
particiaants. 
First day I brought this on site, the chief carpenter 
came back and asked: what is this crap? Today, he 
only wants to work with this. We use it consistently. 
We still frame the house with lumber, but we use it 
in interior walls (boxing). 
Trying new things in this industry is always a 
challenge, especially with older trades. 

Boston (Natick), December 5, 2002 
• 5 participants 
• 2 to 3 starts per year: 2 builders 
• 4-7 per year: 2 builders 
• 20,000 or more per year: 1 builder (however, the 

division present at the focus group closes 36-48 
homes a month) 

• 2x4, 2x6, KD. Typical stick frame (5 respondents) 
• I would love to be able to use manufactured studs 

but the price is out of sight. Because we have lots 
of problems with studs. 

• Everyone in the area uses 2x4s. Some may use 
green lumber; no one is going into anything else. 

• None of the respondents use steel studs . 

• It will take a long time before New England uses 
steel studs. We use steel beams, though. 

• Lumber quality gets worse every year. Forty years 
ago, we could use 2x3s in interior walls and they 
were perfect. 

• Shrinkage is the problem with lumber right now 
Even though it's supposed to be KD . 

• It always rains before the roof gets on . 

• Lumber Moisture content on site is too high . 

• You pick two studs and they won't weigh the same . 
You have to dehumidify or in any way get rid of the 
moisture before you plaster. Otherwise, moisture 
gets trapped and you get big problems. 

• We have to sand OSB flooring before the house 
(frame) is completed, because of (moisture-
induced) thickness differences. It's especially 
important when using prefinished flooring. 

• Straightness is getting worse as well. We have to 
throw away a lot and then fight with the lumber 
company to pick them up and take them away. 

• It's getting real bad for the framers . 

• We use stick frame. Our company is supposed to 
go towards prefab panels but it hasn't happened 
yet. 

• I am not very familiar with the product. 

• I have tried this in the late eighties and it was a 
disaster. The framers weren't familiar with it. It was 
supposed to take half the time; I think it took double 
the time. After three of them (homes), I was back to 
stick-built. Learning curve with the framer is the key . 

• Most likely the product is more expensive than 
stick- built. 

• Prefab homes are still the second choice of a buyer . 

• Stick is more flexible than prefab . 

• Straightness 

• To me, the cost is too high. 

• I would like to know the price of such a product. 

• Is there a lot of breakage when they're unloading 
the stuff and manipulate it? It seems that it could be 
weaker than wood. 

• (Other respondents also commented on the 
likeliness of a weaker product at the joint sections) 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

. 

I was exposed to it 5 years ago, tried it to frame a 
shower. Some joints weren't glued properly. That 
was the end of it. If the joints were sound, I would 
be more open. 
It's a matter of perception in the industry. This piece 
of wood is probably better structurally than natural 
wood. But if you build high-end, your clients will ask 
for clarifications; they doubt. It looks like it's made 
out of scrap. 
Framing crew more easily accepts than clients. 
First and second time buyers would accept, but I 
wouldn't use it in higher end homes. To me it's 
better than regular studs (three other respondents 
agreed on this) . 
It is a matter of education, it's psychological. It's just 
like aspenite vs. plywood on flooring. 
First time I saw this (4 months ago) I asked myself: 
what is that? It's not proper for high end homes. 
I would be very concerned of the structural integrity, 
especially in the face of skyrocketing insurance 
costs for builders. I have concerns about fire 
ratings. 
To save money and studs and avoiding the stud 
check: I would consider using it providing it won't 
twist after rain, cold, sun, etc ... (some sort of 
consensus was reached around that point) . It would 
be advantageous. 
We use it still 3 years and like it. 
Is there any grading system for that type of lumber? 
Different types of joints and different types of glues 
were unknown to participants. The ones who 
already used the products used "white" glue (PVA). 
The sample with longer joints is perceived to be 
stronger by all participants. 
No awareness of SPS 1 and SPS 3 grades within 
the group. 
If it had the proper stamps, most participants would 
use it horizontally as well, but same concerns hold: 
integrity, fire, and consumer acceptance. 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• . 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

. 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

What happens in 50 years or a hundred years ... ? 
Does the glue all of a sudden just stop working? 
Does the house just crumble? Nobody knows that 
answer. 
The question that I would have is ... the problem 
that we have with studs is bowing and warping and 
so forth. Before we close the house, we have to go 
by and either replace some of them or we have to 
shim some and so on. 
(This operation is either called stud check or punch) 
Studs are always getting worse. 
A handful of studs are twisting per house. But it 
requires a lot of work to replace them and can 
create huge problems afterwards. 
The frame punch is the most crucial part of my job . 
Because if you don't punch the home then you will 
run to big troubles later. If you don't get it in the 
shell, it will show up in the finish . 
You got to sell to the public -the buyer, that FJ is a 
good product. With the joints, their perception will 
be bad. 
Here in the Northeast, we're very conservative 
The homebuyer knows that FJ is cheaper. I would 
never be able to get a penny more from the 
customer for it. Just like T Jls: we had to prove over 
the years that it was better. 
I agree with him. I'd like to see more testing about 
it, you know, read about it. It's kind of a blind spot. 
Need more information from the lumber salesman. I 
rely heavily on the lumber salesman. 
I'd like to see a builder like Pulte using the product 
and there would be no problems for ten years 
before I swap. If Pulte does do that, we will say 
look: we don't build these cheap homes Pulte 
builds. 
The one sample with longer joints seems more solid 
The one with white glue looks more like real wood 
What happens when it gets wet? 
How does it behave when shrinking/expansion 
occurs? 
For all of the studs that will be used vertically and 
they're all the same length, that's fine. But now 
when you have to start cutting for windows and 
doors and so forth is there a problem if they just 
coincidentally cut it in the joint? 
How long has this product been around? 
If it's an 1-Joist, I don't think that people would even 
think about it because it's an engineered product. It 
wouldn't occur to them to question it. But as a 
vertical stud, they would. It's kind of funny. 
People are used to the same solid studs and to get 
people to change is very difficult. 
The engineered stuff is backed up by a company, 
by engineers by tests and by some sort of 
guarantee. 
But this is an engineered product! 
T Jl's have been around for 20 years . This is 
relatively new to us. 
And usually these companies (EWPs) they certify it. 
And they give a certification to the building 
inspector. 
They've got to make it so it's 30% less money than 
regular stud and people will buy it. They'll lose 
money or they'll make no money for the next 4 
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(Mix of in-house and subcontracted framing crews.) 
Framers give a lot of feedback on wood and steel. 
We take their opinion into account. 
Of course, you are listening to what framers say . 
They're on site. In my case, they're opposed to 
steel: they were freezing their hands. It's important 
to listen to the crews, especially today where there 
is not a lot of good framers. 
Feedback from framers is always asked . 
We never throw a product on the site blindly, but 
neither steel or wood is a major challenge to our 
framers. 
Old framers are more set in their ways, younger are 
more willing to experiment with new things, new 
thoughts (comment shared by a few others) . 
We have lot of information exchanges with people 
like Nascor and Jager. We make sure we have the 
tech. manuals to be sure that what we are actually 
specifying makes sense. 
Same for us: manufacturers they support you. The 
biggest problem we have is that we have to 
recognize. that the framers that are actually framing 
the house for you ; the level of absorption that they 
can take the information ... You have to be on top of 
these guys. Otherwise, they'll cut LVL where they're 
not supposed to. I mean they're not prepared, not 
educated. 
They're not able to sit and read the manual, that's 
the last thing they're gonna do. 
This is the big industry problem here . 
This is why it takes so long for a product to get 
accepted in the industry. 
It's one thing for a manufacturer to spend time with 
a builder. It's another thing to come out on the site 
and spend time with the subcontractors. That's the 
bottom line. 
We send our framers to seminars as much as 
possible. 
When a new product comes out, we find suppliers 
are proactive and we take advantage of getting our 
people trained. 
You have to have a leader in the field, 
superintendent or whatever. 
The biggest problem today is the kids. They don't 
care about doing the job properly. They think about 
games and paycheque at the end of the day. 
It's easy to get feedback from the framing crew, but 
the real concern is training of the framing crew. 
When I see this, I see dollar signs going out the 
door. 
When I see this, I think of a very strong and straight 
material. 

years, but then everyone will love it. It's like Corian 
countertops. 

• FJ lumber here is perceived to be lower quality . 
• (3 out of 5 participant had never physically seen FJ 

lumber when the sample was shown). 

• I've only seen it advertised in trades magazines . 
• For any type of products of that sort intended for 

wall framing we would consider it only if equally 
priced than lumber. 

• Personally, if price was the same, I would probably 
use it because I think it's probably better. 

• (All framing subcontracted) 
• The only extent to which they are involved in 

material selection is that they complain if the 
material is not good. They just want to be able to 
throw everything up. They have an effect on that to 
a certain degree that they could influence the 
builder if they complain. 

• There is definitely a need for more information from 
the suppliers (comment agreed upon by am. 

• There is a need for more guarantees from the 
suppliers as well. 

• I think of LVL when seeing this. 

• Is this an actual stud that's being sold as stud? I 
know that in some of the homes that have ten foot 
ceilings and if there is gonna be cabinetry up 
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I would think it could be used in horizontal 
applications 
For all participants but one: SCL wasn't for stud. It 
was for horizontal uses. 
I've used them where you have second story 
openings. It's cheaper than a double 2x6. 
Long vertical (2 stories) framing . That's where it 
goes. It's expensive. But it's cost efficient that way. 
We've used this horizontally, for headers and joists. 
For headers other material used: 2x1 0, 2x12 and 
(same for all respondents) LVL (same for all 
respondents) . 
We're not trying to use it except only where we 
have to. 
There are some homes built with th is stuff. They're 
using it for studs. These homes are straight as an 
arrow. 
The problem with this is that it is very expensive . 
How well does it hold a nail? 
We use most automatic nailers and good old 
fash ion hammering and the nail stays put in there; 
you can't get it out. 
It's stronger. I spoke to the builders who build 
houses with th is and it nails pretty well. 
If they could get the price low enough on this , th is 
would take over in the industry. I would use the 
environmental benefits of this to sell my homes 
because you need less trees to do th is. 
The question I have for this is how the weight 
compared with lumber. 
What is the glue in th is type of product? 
We have so many problems with crooked studs that 
I would consider using them more if less pricey. 
Sometimes, people are shying away from these 
things (like SCL, PB, MDF) because they offgas. 
That can be problematic. There's been a shift lately 
with MDF-type lumber because long after it's been 
installed, it offgases. Long-term behaviour has to be 
known. 
We begin to hear about but it's not prevalent right 
now. I can see it coming and as the years go on it's 
just a matter of someone taking the charge and 
advertising green stuff. 
People, you can give them the environment and 
everything else, all they want to know is: what's the 
bottom line (comment shared by others). 
There is a lot of talk about that, but the talk goes 
aside when you give them the price. 
Our customer's environmental concerns are not for 
the entire house, nor for the framing . It only is for 
interior finishing : carpet, painting. 
Our clients would choose quality over 
environmental friendliness. 
It all comes down to dollars . 
The U.S. is more environmentally concerned than 
Canada is. 
The single biggest th ing that the national building 
code has finally woken up to is moisture control. 
Trapped moisture and lack of vapour barrier, lack of 
ventilation are a huge factor, and as a code issue, 
you 'll see more and more of it. 
Energy is a huge issue for us . 
Requires huge attention. The function of the 
bu ilding envelope-heating, cooling-is important 

against the wall it's being specified just in that area 
to use these studs because they won't move, they 
won't twist !hey won't shrink. But they're so 
expensive that it's the only place a builder will use 
them. 

• I don't think that this product is available where I 
buy lumber. I think there will be lots of buyer 
resistance for this for a long time. 

• What happens when that gets wet? 
• Reminds Parallam. Parallam has been because of 

the strength and because it's straight and stable 
and so forth . However, even a Parallam (when it 
gets wet}, you know, will grow a little bit and then 
won't shrink. And all of the sudden your Parallam 
header is just a little thicker than your studs. And 
that create a little bit of a problem. But, again, if this 
(SCL) came out ten years ago, we wouldn't even 
have wanted to talk to you about this. Because the 
perception of anything that was made out of 
particleboard since the original particleboard and 
flake board came out, that had such a bad 
reputation that there was no question about it. I 
know OSB is as good as Plywood, but I can't use it 
because the public perception is that it's cheaper. 

• I would use FJ before that. 

• Framers are gonna ask: what is the nailing power of 
that. 

• If you need precision on one's big house, that's the 
stuff. But it's too expensive. 

• Never heard about certified forest products 

• I guess I've heard the word (environmentally 
certified) but I don't know what that means. 

• I believe it's more for man-made type of products 
versus a stick 

• Was never asked by home buyers (comment 
shared by others) . 

• It's like Energy Star homes and all that: they're 
pushing and pushing and all that, but I never had a 
client come to me and say: I want an Energy Star 
house. They want a performing house; they're more 
sophisticated now. 

• (A// agreed and discussed this last topic: customers 
are more and more aware and educated than ever 
before.) 

• This mould phenomenon has been politicized and 
clients are getting paranoid . 

• Mould is a big concern. People are making money 
from th1s concern . 
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with regard to energy cost. You want to build 
something that's gonna be energy efficient. 
It's part of the routine. You have to make sure that 
everything is perfect. Not a big deal, except when 
codes change. 
Typical day, routine pretty much. You want to 
comply as much as you can . 
The tighter the home, the more it's susceptible to 
mould and damages. 
You do what you're given with from the engineers 
and architects. R40 walls can be thick and difficult, 
but you simply do your best. You follow the code 
anyway. 
It's very important that we build energy efficient 

homes. It's important for the environment. You 
have inspection processes to comply with. 
I think it's a big area. I am sure that a lot of builders 
pay attention to the building enclosure. That's the 
final product the consumer can walk in . 
We keep informed on building codes from our 
builders association . 
Big effort, we have to pay a lot of attention to it 
because we manage our own waste. We separate 
it, we sort it. It is more an issue now than it was 
before. 
Same for us, you're looking at separating the wood 
from the mix of garbage that you have. Good 
pieces; you try to reused them. It gets costly, $300 
for a 40-yard disposal box, only for wood. 
We have a company that comes up, picks the 
waste, and recycles it. 
Subtrades are generating much more lumber and 
EWPs waste than your in-house framers . 

Insurance has gone to the moon, it's gone crazy. 
Insurance companies are telling us wood is no 
good. They're pushing us to use alternative 
products and that's why I am turn ing to steel. 
Because my premiul)1s will go way, way, way down. 
Insurance companies are actually really taking 
advantage of the industry as a whole. There's only 
two companies that will insure builder's risk in 
Canada. The Europeans ran back to Europe, the 
American companies ran back to the U.S. The 
problem is the reinsurers. The reinsurers do not 
want to have the builders: 1) September 11 and 2) 
th is year has been a horrible year for fires in 
Canada and lot of wind damage. 
Insurance companies do not dictate us what to do-
we're small-but it's getting always higher. 
Insurance prices have gone up more rapidly than 
prices of building supplies. 
Combustibility of the materials is an issue with 
insurance. We have to prove our insurers that we 
are minimizing the risk. 
Our premiums for the last two years have more 
than doubled without even having any claim. We 
can't even shop for other providers: it is collusive. 
The builders have to improve how they handle their 
jobsites. 
Why doesn't the wood industry produce a fire 
retardant stud? 
Steel stud! 
Fire retardants that we use in commercial 

• Since 9/11 it's definitely gone up. 
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application and old buildings are exceedingly 
expensive, extremely noxious. It only reduces flame 
spread; it slows it down. 
As long as the stamp proves that the piece is meant 
for the good purpose, no importance is attached to 
type of glue or joint shape. 
For finger-jointed lumber, there is a fire rating issue . 
It has to be tested and proven to builders. 
The product has good characteristics but is limited 
by homebuyer's reluctance. 
A very sophisticated buyer (high-end) is likely to 
step back when looking at it. 
Resistance at the framing crew level can be 
resolved with training and two-way feedback. But a 
major determinant of product adoption is the 
homebuyer's perception, especially in the higher 
end portion of the market. Having said that, 
homebuyers and the public can, too, be informed 
and educated. 
Even though smaller and white-glued joints are 
likely less stronger than longer and black-glued 
ones, white-glued FJ lumber is visually preferred by 
all participants and said to be easier to accept by 
homebuyers. 
Product information is key to marketing of FJ . 
It's getting more and more difficult to get straight 
lumber studs, and straightness is a very desired 
attribute. 
"Strength" attribute is not that important as long as 
there is a stamp on it and price is competitive. 
It is not a matter of joints or glue, but the glue has to 
withstand wet conditions on-site when exposed. 

• We should get some assurance it's as good as it's 
supposed to be. 

• Good grading, good stamping needed. Our 
reputation is at stake. 

• White glue is much more attractive (or appealing) 
than the other. The dark glue would raise questions 
from the homebuyer. 

• I am glad that the stud business is considering 
doing something and I hope that they'll come out 
with a solution. Because others like sheathing and 
flooring has evolved. In studs, no such thing's 
happened, only steel. 
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CFS Simple Progress Report No. 1 

Serviceability and Buildability of Engineered Wood Floors 
Project Leader: Lin J. Hu, Building Systems Department, Quebec City Laboratory 
Program Area: Building Systems Start Date: April 1, 2002 
Program Goal: BS Completion Date: March 31, 2005 
Project No.: 3632 Date of Last Update: July 22, 2003 
Project Liaisons: Eric Jones, Canadian Wood Council; Pierre Audet, Boise Cascade AllJoist Ltd.; 

Peter Heal, Taiga Forest Products; Ken Koo and Darian Wentland, Jager Building 
Systems Inc.; Julie Frappier, Nordic Engineered Wood; Task Group Members 

Long-Term Goals/Strategies 
• Support members' sustainable development goals 
• Focus on members' customers and product end-use performance 
• Expand markets and extend wood use through technology 

Key Objectives 
• Optimise the use of wood to meet end-user expectations for solid, quiet and fire resistant floor systems. 
• Develop solutions to bridge the gaps in design knowledge. 
• Make recommendations to resolve the conflicting construction requirements. 

K A . ey ct1ons an dD r e 1vera bl es 
Deliverable Expected Delivery Date 

Submit a proposal to code committee (i.e., CSA 086) for implementation of a new vibration March 31, 2003 
serviceability design procedure for engineered wood floors 

Submit recommendations for methods to determine properties of wood floor trusses with 
March 31 , 2003 

metal plates 

Submit a database on design values and methods for proprietary bridging and blocking March 31, 2004 
products 

Present a knowledge base on the effects of various construction practices such as various 
multi-layers topping, continuity of sub floor or continuous joist on the serviceability, 

March 31, 2005 
structural reliance, fire resistance, or sound-transmission performance of wood-frame floors 
with recommendations for resolving the conflicting issues 

Submit a comprehensive floor model as a tool for innovative products and systems March 31, 2005 

Status 
This new project builds on the information gathered in projects completing March 2002: Modelling 
Continuous Span for Floors (CFS No.4), Enhancing Engineered Wood Floor Performance (CFS No.5) and 
Implementation of new Serviceability Design Criterion for Wood-based Floors (CFS No.9). See reports from 
these projects for results. 

Partners 
Task Group including proprietary product manufacturers. Potential partners are: IRC, CMHC, CHBA, and 
universities. 
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Rationale and Potential Impact 

Competitiveness of wood-based floor construction depends largely on its capacity to meet attributes demanded 
by end users, including structural reliance, fire resistance, sound-transmission, serviceability, and, of course, 
cost. Reliability of floors is affected by the quality of materials selected, design characteristics and 
construction practices, and by the efficiency with which these are combined to produce the various 
performance attributes considered. 

The steel industry has recently moved aggressively to gain market share in residential construction. To 
compete with steel and to maintain traditional wood markets in single-family residential construction while 
expanding markets in multi-family residential and non-residential construction, the wood industry needs to 
address knowledge gaps and document further the performance achievable with wood-based floors systems, 
particularly those using engineered wood products. 

In its project on the buildability of wood-frame construction, Forintek identified design knowledge gaps and 
conflicting issues between construction solutions. This new research project will address the most significant 
issues identified, such as the lack of information on: the measured properties of metal plate connected trusses; 
the exact design values and contribution for proprietary bridging and blocking systems; and the performance 
of various wood toppings. Completion of the proposed research work will lead to better design knowledge of 
wood-based floors with respect to their major attributes, hence contributing to increased acceptance of wood
based floors in a broader range of markets. 

Proposed Approach 

1) Develop a new design procedure to control vibration induced by normal walking activities in 
engineered wood floors; 

2) Work closely with wood industry through project Task Group to conduct impact study of new 
serviceability design procedure for engineered wood floors on current floor spans; 

3) Propose the new design procedure for engineered wood floors to code committees; 
4) Work closely with truss industry to develop methods for determining design properties for wood floor 

trusses with metal plate, and establish a database ofthe design values. 

Work Completed This Fiscal Year 

1) 

1-1) 

1-2) 

1-3) 

1-4) 

Developed a new vibration serviceability design procedure to control vibrations induced by normal 
walking action in engineered wood floors and proposed to CSA 086 General Design Subcommittee. 
The tasks completed to arrive the new design procedure included: 
Documented a simple calculation procedure to determine 1 kN static deflections and fundamental 
natural frequencies of wood-based floors. The procedure included simple equations implemented into 
EXCEL, proposed design values for floor components, proposed approaches to account for topping, 
ceiling, bridging/blocking, strong-backs, strapping, as well as proposed approaches to determine 
bending and shear stiffuess of wood trusses. 
Formulated a new design criterion based on the calculation procedure. Form-1 can be expressed by 
that the combination of computed (frequency)/(! kN deflection)0

·
44 should be larger than 18.7 to 

design a vibration controlled wood-based floor. Form-2 can be expressed by the formula of computed 
(frequency)*(area-mass)0

·
1f(l kN deflection)033 >25.7. 

Verified the new design procedure, including the calculation procedure and the tentative new design 
criterion using about 100 field floors covering a broad range of wood-based floors. The spans ofthese 
field floors ranged from 10 to 44 feet. The verification results showed the new design procedure 
performed well in discriminating poor floors from good floors ranked by their occupants. 
Conducted an impact study of the new design procedure on the current spans of engineered wood and 
lumber joist floors by members of project Task Group. Up to date, one truss producer and three wood 
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1-joist producers submitted their impact study results. We also conducted an impact study on wood 1-
joists and solid sawn lumber. It was observed that the new design procedure could potentially address 
problems associated with a combination of lateral bracing, multi-rows of lateral bracing and concrete 
topping. Spans for floors with other details (bare, glued, blocking/bridging) can be slightly increased. 

1-5) Conducted tests on the glue and nail connections of sub-floor panel-to-joists to determine the load-slip 
modulus ofthe connections. 
Ten (10) specimens for each ofthe four (4) groups of nail and glue connection specimens were tested. 
They were made of: a) 1-joist stub with 1.5'' LVL flange and 5/8" CSP; b) 2x3 lumber joist stub and 
5/8"CSP; c) wood 1-joist stub with 2x3 flange and 5/8" CSP; and d) wood 1-joist stub with 2x4 flange 
and 5/8" CSP. All the connections used 2.5" common nails and elastomatrix. The measured load-slip 
modulus of these nailed and glued connections ranged from 94xl06 N/m/m to 227x106 N/m/m for 
group-1 specimens; from 56x106 N/m/m to 196x106 N/m/m for group-2 specimens; from 58x106 

N/m/m to 126x106 N/m/m for group-3 specimens; and from 80x106 N/m/m to 210x106 N/m/m for 
group-4 specimens. The average values of the measured load-slip modulus for these four groups of 
connections were: 170xl06 N/m/m, 163xl06 N/m/m, 91x106 N/m/m, and 152xl06 N/m/m, 
respectively. The results showed that the proposed design value of 100x106 N/m/m for nailed and 
glued sub-floor-to-joist connections is reasonable. 

1-6) Made a presentation to November CSA 086 general design sub-committee (SC) on the "Development 
of a Design Procedure to Control Vibrations Induced by Normal Walking in Engineered Wood 
Floors". The purpose of the presentation was to seek technical input from the sub-committee on the 
approach leading to the development of the proposed design method, and any issues related to the 
codification of the proposed method. 
The major feedback is quoted below: "After some discussions, the SC agreed that an Appendix note to 
provide proper guidance to designers on floor vibration is needed. However, it was noted that the 
design procedure should be simple and co-ordination work with the steel code approach would be 
beneficial. There were further questions concerning the analysis of the field test data (clustering of 
data points by component type) and panel design properties. Dr. Hu reported that these are issues that 
will be addressed by the project's TG. It was also suggested that the Panel SC is to provide 
recommendations on design properties, including density values, for plywood and OSB. The SC 
recommended that the work be continued and that the Forintek TG reports its recommendations to the 
SC. Terms of reference are to be developed for the TG." 

1-7) Held two sub-Task Group meetings in August 2002 and March 2003 to discuss the issues related to 
implementation of the new design procedure. The details of the August meeting are reported in the 
meeting minutes by the chairman, Dr. Chui ofthe University ofNew Brunswick. 

2) Developed a method to determine properties of wood floor trusses with metal plates and proposed it to 
truss industry. The specific tasks completed are listed below: 

2-1) Developed approaches for determining true bending and shear stiffness values of wood trusses 
working closely with truss industry. The method is a modification of the method in ASTM D 198 to 
determine true MOE and G values through static bending tests or truss analysis software. The method 
was initially used by an engineer at Romaro to derive the true bending and shear stiffness of one type 
of truss. The result was promising. 
Jager used the approach to determine the shear stiffness through an analytical approach using the truss 
analysis software and design values for truss members to determine shear stiffness for one type of 
wood trusses. The result was also promising and on the right track. 

2-2) Proposed the approach for determining bending and shear stiffness of wood trusses to Truss Plate 
Institute of Canada (TPIC) members at its November meeting in Toronto. A Task Group under TPIC 
was formed. Brian Hintz of Jager Building Systems chairs the group. 
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